


411 
information is coming, seek more info, creative projects, angel numbers


Ascension 
growth through experiences, epiphanies, aura growing, enlightenment, spiritual growth


Celebration 
something to celebrate, exciting news, parties, upcoming events, recognition


Cha!enges 
difficulties, challenging times, obstacles, issues, navigating roadblocks


Changes 
shifts occurring, be open to change, change in scenery/location


Complicated 
tough decisions/situations, many variables involved, proceed slowly with thought, complexities




Deep 
beyond surface level, emotional depth, exaggerated, spans a long period of time, a bond


Destiny 
fated events, stars aligning, meant to be, part of the path, events are destined


Emotional 
strong emotions, tears (joy, sadness, etc), emotional connection, activating the heart space, the feels


Flow 
surrender, relax, be open to the journey, let go of control


ForbiddenFruit 
A denied but desired person, place, or thing, something perceived as intangible or not allowed 


Get Money 
focus on abundance, financial stabilitity, money matters are highlighted, motivated by money


Guidance 
go within for clarity, seek guidance from another, trust where you’re being guided




Gut Feeling 
intuition, inner knowing, sacral chakra, trusting the nudges


High Hopes 
optimism, seeing potential, expecting the best


Hurt 
emotional or physical pain, sadness, lingering feelings of being hurt, inflicting or being hurt by actions


Insecurities 
doubt, insecure, questioning self/decisions


Joy 
happiness, excitement, pure joy, a natural high


Let Go 
release, move forward, lose inhibitions, let go of the past, let got of control issues


Love 
genuine feelings, Divine energy, romantic connections, love is on the horizon, pure intentions




Meditate 
take a step back, relax, start a meditation practice, meditation brings clarity


Numb 
lacking emotion, feeling ambivalent, nonchalant, feeling nothing


Opportunities 
progress, opportunities presented, potential, offers, chances for advancement & growth


Regrets 
disappointment, sadness about the past, regretful, wanting things to be different, doubting past 

decisions


Reminisce 
memories of the past, in your thoughts, reflecting, thinking of good times


Renewal 
newness, renewed beginnings, a new chance, rebirth, something coming around in a new way


Signs 
symbols, synchronicity, angel numbers, messages through social media, music, dreams, etc.




Selfish 
the need to be selfish, selfish behavior, someone looking out for themselves, inconsideration


So Anxious 
anxiety, anticipation, excitement, nerves, anxiousness


Spirit 
Spirit is involved, messages from Spirit, your higher self, connect with Spirit


Succe"ful 
Success ahead, chances of success are high, ventures/plans will be successful


Torn 
Torn between two decisions, uncertain, undecided, confused about which way to go


Triumph 
Overcoming odds, achieving goals, victory, achievement


Trust 
Have faith, trust the process, situation requires trust




Waiting 
requires patience, more time is needed, a period of waiting is necessary, waiting period





